FIGURE E-1
Riprap covering the East-Low Siphon
FIGURE E-2
From the outlet of Brook Lake looking downstream at HYW 26

FIGURE E-3
Sample photo of the channel and bank conditions just downstream of HWY 26 in Subreach 1A
FIGURE E-4
Sample photo documentation of channel and bank condition at transition from Subreach 1A to 1B

FIGURE E-5
Sample photo of channel and bank condition in Reach 1C
FIGURE E-6
Sample photo documentation of bridge features and high water marks

FIGURE E-7
High water mark at the “Private Bridge”
FIGURE E-8
Example photo documenting bank and channel conditions in Reach 1C

FIGURE E-9
One of three beaver dams located in Subreach 1D
FIGURE E-10
Heavy debris in the channel located in Subreach 1D

FIGURE E-11
Bedrock encountered in Subreach 1E
FIGURE E-12
Bedrock outcrop in Subreach 1E